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About This Software

" DrumKit VR " is a VR game lets you play drum kit in VR world. Currently support HTC Vive.

Components
————————

- Bass Drum 22in
- Hi-Hat 14in

- Floor Tom 14in
- Crash Cymbal 18in
- Snare Drum 14in

- Tom-Tom 13in & 16in
- Splash Cymbal 12in
- Ride Cymbal 20in
- China Cymbal 20in

Play
————————

Two Vive handles are equivalent to drumsticks. Pull the left trigger to make Hi-Hat Open-Closed. Pull the right trigger to make
a hit on Bass Drum. It's that simple!

Next Version
————————
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Custom sound available.

CAUTION
————————

Make sure there are no obstructions within the scope of activities or other people, especially children.
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Hearts of Iron II is one of the best Grand Strategy games I have ever played. It's deep and detailed yet easy enough to learn.
Keep in mind though, when I say easy, I mean easy for a Grand Strategy game, for the usual RTS player it still is quite a hill to
climb.

The big strategic elements are well made and fulfilling with lots to do in building your country up, fine tuning your army and
position it just so. The expansions add tons to that with an expanded diplomacy system and a espionage system both of which,
although not as good as the actual warfare, works fairly well.

The tactical elements is where this game really shines. Spearheads, encirclements, it's all at your fingertips. Think you could
have held off the German onslaught as France? Go do it.

The music is of the usual high Paradox quality and the sounds and graphics does what little is needed.

A great buy for any fan of Grand Strategy. A game that needs to be played.. Good Game ;^). Game Information

Dark Dimension: City of Fog is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by Daily Magic Productions and
published by Big Fish Games Studio.

Since this is a collector's edition, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visual for the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There is no game difficulty modes to choose from.

The notebook keep tracks of the progression in the game. Such as story events and clues.

There is no interactive map in the game. The player has to remember to where to go in the game.

There is no padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place. The inventory panel does slides up when it being
moused over.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Traditional word lists. Some of these hidden object scenes may require little or
no interactions.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them.

Since this is a collector's edition game, there is a bonus chapter, it can but accessed only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Game's Strategy Guide; Soundtracks; Concept Art and Wallpapers. Most of
these extra features can be accessed only after the entire game is completed.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
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game, but not at the game's full price value.. While the game may have a limited amount of content upon release, it has great
potential. Being a direct competitor to Onward, this game offers matches where you ACTUALLY get to play more, without the need
to wait for the next round once dead. With the addition of voip and maybe a few changes to the movement mechanic, this will be a
go-to VR shooter. This game also runs great, even on my under powered machine running a gtx770 (unlike onward).. A very stylish
and visually well designed game, however I have to say it controls terribly and gets very frustrating to play. Havent rage quitted at
a game in a while, which pushed me to write this comment.

I will say reasonable price, I bought it on sale so cant complain too much, I like to concept and visuals, just wish the gameplay wasnt
such a stress inducing experience, the music and style seems like it should've been fairly relaxing.
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Shenzhen Solitaire is the ultimate solitaire game. It takes what makes Free Cell a more stimulating game than the classic
Solitaire, and it takes it to a whole new level, with a kind of cards that basically just get in the way since you can't group it with
others.

If you like solitaire games, or any game made to relax and think a bit, you can't miss this gem.. I love Ezio, I love AC!
. When you are trying out the new ships, try not to look at them as 'better' or 'worse' that the standard ship. They are by turns
quirky (the micro ship dances around the screen like an over-caffeinated child) to downright weird (the auto-targetting ship
feels crazy!). They are certainly challenge modes, and some of the challenges are going to take me hours of effort to get, I think.
Chaining multiple Insane level tracks without dying will be an interesting one for sure!

I made a very quick and shallow effort at building my own Shadow Ops ship, which was an interesting experience. I will
certainly be taking a look at what madness other people have created! I can see all kinds of oddities emerging as people play
around more with this.. Great physics game. I have yet to finish the game, but this is a little Gem. I never heard of it before but I
am very glad i tried it. I am constantly on the hunt for the horror genre which includes exploring and unravelling a creepy story.
I am to the point i am just hoping it doesn't end as i truly enjoy every moment of it. Let's see, hoping this isnt one of those
games that are great throught-out with a disappointing ending. I have high hopes for good ending as well, very good job
Devs!!!!. Its a beat'em up- you know what to expect.

Big Action Mega Fight sticks close to its mobile roots- with upgrades and grinding galore. The stages are short and simple with a
good amount of style thrown in. If you like beat'em ups, get this for the phone- not the PC. It was made for killing time on the
train or waiting. Its not a bad game for the price, just the wrong platform to sell it on.. I enjoy this game quite a bit. I've always
liked Breakout style games for their gameplay, but have never been that crazy about them. This game, I really do enjoy though,
and I think it was the Castlevania-esque style that sold me over. The power ups are all really cool, and unique. The game has a
lot of replay value, I have over 7 hours, and I've yet to get all the endings and collectibles. The story and odd sense of humor are
definitely hit or miss, but I personally am a fan of it. It's very reminiscent of the early days of PC game writing, where you can
tell the devs didn't really care too much, and where just trying to have some fun with it. It's one of those things, where you can't
take it too seriously. Overall, I would most definitely recommend this game.. Known Issues(buckle up for this wild ride):

Game servers are down, multiplayer still works as it's p2p, but the game is looking pretty abandoned right now.

Game crashes randomly.

Game frequently crashes when modifying a custom world.

Random CPU spikes. (I've got a f****ng supercomputer).

The controls (seriously, they could be 100000x better on the PC version. PC is surely the greatest system for
building tools).

The in-game map is awful. They tried to make it look like lego, but honestly you can't really tell anything from
it. I get that they were going for "everything is lego" but sometimes you need to choose function over form.

The in-game map sometimes fails to load, showing you as floating outside the explored area, or leaving random
half circle unexplored patches in locations you just came from.

Vehicles spawning in trees.

Vehicles spawning in the ground.

Creatures spawn on clouds. This includes people, monsters and even crabs on clouds above the ocean biome.

Quest markers appearing with nobody there.

Quest characters trying to attack you, and being unable to hand them the quest item.
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When trying to build a Pre-made structure, it suddenly stops building half way through, and plays the building
sound forever.

Monsters spawned for quests will very often appear stuck inside walls, buildings, plants.

Characters will sometimes not spawn on pre-made structures in custom worlds.

You become unable to change tools.

The t-rex is supposed to have a quest chain to unlock it, however mine was just wandering about and learnable
before i'd even found that quest.

Quests instantly finish without you actually fulfilling the objective. Literally the second you accept them.

Your inventory instantly closes when you try to open it.

Sometimes your tool auto-unequips on selecting it (multiple times).

Your inventory will appear with nothing in it.

Whatever tool is in your hand becomes stuck. The esc key, and every button on the keyboard stops doing
anything.

There's a very small selection of customising graphics options which is almost certainly because the game is so
poorly optimised.

There seems to be no way to customise the controls.

The controls that appear for the camera fail to mention you have to press E to go into zoom mode. SERIOUSLY
why show the character take a photo out of zoom mode if it doesn't do anything.

The worlds seriously need more animals and characters, it does not feel fleshed out enough.

Firing a ranged weapon up into the air causes your character to shoot the ground behind him, meaning you have
to go into first person to fire at dragons.

Occasionally when taking characters to their target for an escort quest, they will fail to recognise that they have
arrived. You have to cancel the quest and find them again.

When attempting to delete or learn certain creatures your character will mount them instead, because for some
reason there are mapped to the same key.

There is no setting for water in the custom worlds, meaning you often have to repeatedly refresh a new world
until you generate one that isn't 90% water.

The trader descended into the ground prevented me from seeing her shop Inventory.

Tabbing out of the game and back in sometimes causes it to forget which resolution you had saved, so it chooses
800x600.

Tabbing out of the game sometimes messes up whatever you had on your second monitor and moves it to the
first monitor, behind the game.

The button to reselect whatever weapon you were last holding doesn't always work, and sometimes just gives
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you a random, useless item from your inventory.

The trader floated off sideways while i was buying from her, leaving me stuck in the shop, unable to move.

The trader got inside a vehicle while still inside her hot air balloon.

The camera quest wouldn't complete despite me taking multiple photos of the item, spawning more of the item,
getting pictures of the quest giver with the item. I eventually had to cancel the quest and find the character
offering the quest again later.

You can't accept a quest or complete a quest if another character or animal wanders too close to you while you
have the speech bubble open.

There's no option for infinitely generated worlds. No, seriously. They existed in the alpha and they removed
them, i'm pretty sure because it was easier than fixing the performance issues.

Troublemakers give you a prompt telling you to right click to catch them, but because that's also the jump
button, you'll often just jump in the air instead, causing them to get away. You ACTUALLY need to press E to
avoid that issue, but the game fails to tell you that.

Troublemakers will sometimes spawn en-mass at your space ship. After exploring the world you'll sometimes
come back to up to 5 troublemakers trapped under your rocketship.

NPC driving is broken and lacks and path finding.. This is definitely a feature they didn't have time to finish.
Characters can get in vehicles, planes and helicopters, but they either drive them in a circle before hitting a wall
and sitting there motionless or they drive forwards, hit an object and remain there motionless. The only working
npc vehicles are in the creator towns and that's because they were obviously programmed to follow the very
limited generated road system

Featured builds. There''s a lot of issues with these, though not really bugs. The main menu features large builds
and you can press a button to quickly add them to your game to be placed. HOWEVER they're limited by time,
if you don't get them fast enough, then they're gone. But they contain new characters, items,animals and outfits
for you to unlock. On top of that, with some of the biomes being so void of variety why aren't the ones that
would easily fit in a biome just being added to the spawn list for worlds? I had to jump through hoops to follow
a player created guide and download copies of their files just to add the builds to my games to get these items.
And no, the first bundle pack does not contain most of the items that have been featured

This is a good early access game, but it's not finished. Apparently it's stopped being developed, but regardless,
they took it out of early access when it wasn't ready. The content that does exist is fun, and i mean that
genuinely, but the longer you play the worse the issues get and the less finished the game actually feels.
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